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Although in Southern California we don’t have the
heavy timber forest found in other areas of California,
we have brush fields that burn faster and hotter – and
more often.

Fire Whirls
From President Dan Snow
In just a few short weeks,
the Southern California
Association of Foresters
and Fire Wardens will be
holding their 85th Annual
Wildland Fire Training and
Safety Conference (May 78). It’s amazing to think
that our association has
been holding conferences
since 1930 – with a few
years out for World War II – but it’s true.

So what’s the answer? We need to manage the
wildland areas in California in a better manner. This
may require the use of prescribed fire or mechanical
manipulation of the plant material (i.e. thinning). But
even more important than this is the training of our
firefighters. That’s what we try to do at our annual
conferences.
For those of you who do not regularly attend our
annual conference, we attempt to present programs
that detail what went wrong when firefighters are lost
on an incident, and even better, how to stay safe
during your assignment.

Many things have changed in the field of fighting
wildland fires over the years. We no longer send
crews out to combat these fires with only shovels
and wet burlap bags. We have better equipment
in which to combat these conflagrations and better
equipment to protect those on the fire line.
However, we are still having firefighters burned or
killed. It’s not supposed to be this way.

In this newsletter (page 6-7) you’ll find a “Lessons
Learned” article on a seasoned firefighter who found
himself in a situation where he became entrapped
during the King Fire (2014). Even though he thought
to himself “What am I doing in front of the fire,” he
continued until he became trapped by the fire front.
Luckily, he found a safe place to hunker down while
the fire front passed and survived a very scary
situation. His story will be one of the programs
presented at our 85th Annual Conference.

In 1949 thirteen firefighters were lost in the tragic
Mann Gulch fire. As hard as it was for the Forest
Service and other agencies to accept what had
happened, some good came out of this event.
The ten standard firefighting rules were developed
because of the loss of these men. Every
firefighting agency in the country uses these rules
today along with other rules that have been
developed over the years. Yet we continue to
have to deal with the loss of firefighters on
wildland fires.

I’m asking all of you who read this article, to make
every effort to attend our conference. You’ll have an
opportunity to visit with other firefighters who deal
with the same situations as you and you’ll have the
opportunity to gain more knowledge that may
someday save your life or those of your crew. It’s
well worth the time and expense, and I look forward
to seeing you at the Irvine Ranch Outdoor Education
Center
in
Orange
County on May 7 & 8.

One of the things that led to this happening were
our efforts to control wildland fires quickly and
efficiently. We’re pretty good at this! But without
fire, our forests become clogged with brush and
too many stems per acre. It’s said that at one time
horseback riders could ride two abreast at full
gallop through our forests, but today we can’t even
walk through some of them.

.
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2015 ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION
OF FORESTERS AND FIRE WARDENS
In December, the Board of Directors began the
process of selecting programs for the 85TH
Annual Wildland Fire Training and Safety
Conference that will be held on May 7 & 8, 2015
at the Irvine Ranch Outdoor Education Center
in Orange County, California. If you have any
suggestions or comments, please
contact us
through our e-mail address at
SCAFFW@aol.com
Foresters & Fire Wardens contact information:
Mailing—SCAFFW, c/o Gordon P. Martin
1147 E. 6th Street, Corona, CA 92879

You can now go
directly to our web
site by scanning the
QRC (quick response
code) with your smart
phone.

E-mail: SCAFFW@aol.com
Web Site: www.scaffw.org
CALFIRE Helicopter making a drop on the Mountain
Fire of 2013. Photograph by Frazier Drake

Foresters and Fire Wardens Contact Information
Mailing: SCAFFW c/o Gordon P. Martin
1147 E. 6th Street, Corona, CA 92879
E-mail: SCAFFW@aol.com
Web Site: www.scaffw.org

Cover Photo
LAC Copter 11 makes a drop on a brush fire in Big
Santa Anita Canyon in 2008. Photo by Ken Morris

“Like” us on Facebook at
Foresters & Fire Wardens

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION
OF FORESTERS AND FIRE WARDENS
85TH ANNUAL WILDLAND FIRE
TRAINING AND SAFETY CONFERENCE.

Did you or are you thinking of
changing your E-mail address?
Please remember to contact the
SCAFFW at SCAFFW@aol.com and let
us know so we can send you your
newsletters and other important
information.

May 7 & 8, 2015
Check our web site for further
information www.scaffw.org
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Motion by Director Cruz, second by Director Childers to
approve the treasurer’s report as presented. The motion was
approved.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION
of FORESTERS & FIRE WARDENS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
February 6, 2015

Committee Reports:
Arrangements: Chairman Lannon reported that he was staying in close contact with the camp and that everything is going
well. The camp has purchased a new projector and they are
hoping that it is operational by the conference. We will still
need to bring a back-up for both the projector and the PA
system. Chairman Lannon asked Director Michael to bring
the radios that we have used in the past to the conference.
He also reported that the gate code format has changed and
that he would get us the current one prior to the conference.
The signs are stored there and ready. He requested that we
have a crew to help out with logistics. Director Cruz said that
his people would be available for the back-up AV role.

The meeting of the Southern California Association of Foresters and Fire Wardens was called to order by President Dan
Snow at 0900 hours at Thousand Palms, Riverside County,
California on February 6, 2015. President Snow thanked
Director Michael for making the arrangements for the meeting.
President Snow reported that Frank Vidales has
resigned his position on the board due a recent change of
position which no longer allows him the time to perform his
duties as a Director.
Officers and Directors Present:
Chris Childers – Santa Barbara County Fire Dept.
Gordon Martin – Cleveland National Forest.
Kurt Zingheim – CAL FIRE – San Diego County
David Leininger – Treasurer
Vaughan Miller – Ventura County Fire Dept.
Doug Lannon – Arrangements Chair
Robert Michael – CAL FIRE – Riverside County
Steve Reeder – CAL FIRE – San Luis Obispo Co.
Ken Cruz – Orange County Fire Authority
Tim Ernst – Los Angeles Fire Dept.
Don Forsyth – Safety Chair
Troy Whitman – Southern California Edison
Dan Snow – San Bernardino National Forest
Ron Jansen – CAL FIRE – San Bernardino Co.
Paul H. Rippens – Newsletter Editor
Nathan Judy – Angeles National Forest
Bart Kicklighter – Sequoia National Forest

Program: First Vice President Reeder led a discussion on
the proposed programs for the 2015 conference. In honor of
the 85th annual conference, we will have a combined color
guard from several different agencies. The keynote speaker
this year will be Chief Kim Zagaris, Cal OES. The tentative
programs for the 2015 Wildland Fire Training and Safety
Conference are:
Northern Operations – 2014 Fires, Kelley Gouette, North Region
Operations Chief, CAL FIRE, Retired
WUI Fire Pre-Planning, Mike Rohde / Bill Clayton
CHP Safety Message
REM’s, Bringing US&R into the Wildland, Tom Henzgen, Fire
Captain, LFD
Yarnell Incident, John Truett, USFS / Chief Willis, Prescott FD
Firefighter Tracking and Locating Technology, Sam Carney
Helicopter Operations, Desiree Horton, Helicopter Pilot, CAL FIRE /
San Bernardino
Fuels and Weather Update, Santa Ana Wildfire Threat Index /
Seasonal Outlook, Rob Krohn, Predictive Services, Southern California Geographic Area Coordination Cente
Beaver Fire Shelter Deployment, Tom Browning
King Fire Near Miss, Cory Rose / Jim Snow
Aviation and Iron, Chad Cook, Battalion Chief, Ventura County Fire
Department

Officers and Directors Absent:
David Witt – Kern County Fire Dept.
Ed Shabro – Vendor Representative
Guests:
Tony Caezza – Life Member, Ventura County, Retired

Exhibits and Demonstrations: Second Vice President Miller
reported that they are ready to start collecting vendors and on
track to be ready for the conference. President Snow reported that KME might be a vendor interested in coming. President Snow reminded everyone that any display of new agency
equipment should go through Second Vice President Miller.
Chairman Forsyth offered up the vintage vehicles from his
museum group and President Snow offered the FS Model T.

Minutes: President Snow presented the minutes of the
December 5, 2014 meeting. Motion by Director Whitman,
seconded by Treasurer Leininger, to approve the minutes.
The motion was approved.
Treasurer’s Report: Treasurer Leininger presented his
report covering December 5, 2014 to February 6, 2015.
Balance as of 12-5-14

$25,534.63

Receipts:
Total Receipts:
Disbursements:
Total Disbursements:
Balance on hand:
Last year at this time:

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$25,534.63
$23,682.74

Registration and Membership: Director Cruz reported that
one person had tried to register for the conference two days
ago and had been unable to register. Editor Rippens reported
that he had talked to the webmaster just the other day and
everything was up and running. He will check and get back to
Director Cruz.
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exceed $2,000 to be sold at the conference for $7.
motion passed.

Entertainment and Raffle: Director Ernst asked if anyone
had had a chance to hand deliver the letters that he had given
to each of the board members. He stressed that personal
contact was the best way to elicit donations. He reported that
he has made contact with Pelican and they had committed to
giving a donation. First Vice President Reeder reported that
he was working on jazzing up BINGO this year and was working with a DJ.

The

Life Membership Recommendations: There was a motion
by Second Vice President Miller to nominate Past President
Rod Megli for life membership. The motion was seconded by
First Vice President Reeder. The motion passed.
New Business: President Snow asked Treasurer Leininger
to present the rules pertaining to raffles for 501(c)(3)tax exempt organizations. For Bingo we are limited to $1,200 for a
single prize. If a raffle prize value exceeds 300 times the
price of a ticket and $600 we have to report it to the IRS so
that they can collect taxes from the winner. If the prize is over
$5,000 we have to collect 25% to 33% of the value to turn
over to the IRS. Our annual receipt from all sources needs to
stay under $50,000 or we will have to file more complicated
tax forms than we currently do. President Snow requested
that we properly thank our webmaster for the work that he has
been doing with Editor Rippens for the Association for free.
After a discussion a motion was made by Director Childers,
seconded by Second Vice President Miller, that we present
him with a plaque and comp him at the conference (should he
wish to attend), cost not to exceed $100. The motion passed.
Chairman Lannon announced that the Irvine Ranch Outdoor
Education Center would no longer be able to host the conference after this year due to a change in priorities. They have
done some preliminary scouting for another location and have
determined that Camp Pilgrim Pines is available and has
spent quite a bit of money fixing their infrastructure. Some of
the Directors may be asked to visit other venues if they are in
their area. We have time to work on this and will continue to
look around for a site for next year and talk about it further at
the April meeting. Second Vice President Miller resigned as
the
Publicity Chair in order to more fully concentrate on his
other duties. President Snow appointed Director Judy to the
position. Second Vice President Miller proposed that the next
meeting scheduled for April 3rd be moved to the following
week so that board members could attend a golf event in
honor of Past President Megli’s retirement. After a discussion
it was decided that the board would meet at 1300 hours on
April 9 followed by the Director’s dinner that night with golf for
those interested on the 10th. Second Vice President Miller will
get us the information on arrangements for the meeting, dinner and the golf.

Publicity: Director Miller reported that Director Judy was
really handling things now and the he had a graphic artist that
was working on the posters. Director Judy reported that they
were trying to redirect the three Facebook accounts back into
one and that they had sent out a Tweet to that effect. Posters
were distributed to the group and let us know that they had a
Dropbox where board members could go and print out more.
He would be sending out a link to the Dropbox. President
Snow requested that each Director send a black and white
copy of their agency logo to himself and Director Judy so that
they could be used for engraving and other publicity formats.
Director Ernst reminded everyone that it is important that we
use social media and the we need to get onto our personal
and agency accounts and like/retweet/post information about
the Association and the Conference.
Historian: Historian Whitman reminded us that we would be
taking a new Directors photo and that he had nothing else to
report.
Safety: Chairman Forsyth reported that we will have a CHP
officer to give the safety speech. There will not be any
standby paramedics due to the availability of 911 service in
the area.
Golf: President Snow reported that he and Director Jansen
were working on getting the tournament organized and that it
would be in Yucaipa again this year and still be $65 paid in
advance. They would be putting out the regular golf flyer.
Newsletter: Editor Rippens reported that he was waiting for
the notes from this meeting for the newsletter and that the
history book was ready to go and updated except for the new
director’s photo. Online registration for the conference will
mid-February. Chairman Forsyth asked about pulling articles
for the newsletter off of the Lessons Learned website and
pointed out there were articles directly related to Conference
presentations.

Next Meeting: The next meeting of the Board of Directors of
the Southern California Association of Foresters and Fire
Wardens will be held April 9, 2015 at 1300 hours in Ventura
County. Motion by Treasurer Leininger seconded by Director
Kicklighter to adjourn the meeting.
The meeting was
adjourned at 1220 hours.

Old Business: President Snow led a discussion on this
year’s giveaway. Director Ernst suggested a design for a Tshirt for consideration. Chairman Forsyth suggested two challenge coins one plain and one a bottle opener. After discussion a motion was made by Director Miller, seconded by
Director Whitman, to purchase as the giveaway the T-shirt
green on white with the logo as presented, cost not to exceed
$2,000. The motion passed. A motion was made by Director
Judy, seconded by Director Jansen, to purchase the bottle
opener challenge coins, design presented by Chairman
Forsyth with wording suggested by Director Martin, cost not to

Respectfully submitted,
Gordon P. Martin,
Association Secretary
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IF THE ELK CAN MAKE IT, SO CAN I
LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE KING FIRE ENTRAPMENT
SEPTEMBER 17, 2014
The King Fire started on Saturday, September 13, 2014
and by Sunday morning had grown to 3,909 acres.
The fire was located in the steep river canyons of the
Sierra Nevada Mountains near a community with a
population of roughly 7,000. Residents had been given
mandatory evacuation orders. More that 1,600 homes
were threatened by the wildfire. The fire was expected
to spread to the northeast, become will-established in
several canyon bottoms, and come into alignment with
the predominate southwest flow.

on either side of the river was composed of a mixed
conifer forest. After crossing the bridge, the DIVS
continued a short distance up the other side when he
noticed the fire had moved a significant distance in his
direction and had the potential to cut off his escape
route. Not knowing where the road would lead him, he
made the decision to turn around. Heading back the
way he came, the DIVS made it back to the bridge and
continued approximately another two miles. At that time
there was a wind shift with a predominately western
flow. The fire spotted across the canyon. Shortly thereafter, it became well established in full alignment with
the canyon. The DIVS could see the fire moving rapidly
up the canyon toward his location.

On September 16 this alignment was realized and the
fire tripled in size. By the next day, the fire was 20,930
acres with only 5 percent containment.
On Wednesday, September 17, the Structure Protection Group Supervisor (DIVS), after lining out his other
resources, traveled several miles to the north end of
the fire. Here, he found resources assigned to the
Structure Protection Group who were staged and awaiting assignment. While talking to his resources, a local
Engine Captain suggested to the DIVS that there may
be an opportunity to “grab an edge” as the fire backed
to a nearby road. Thinking about what the Captain had
said and having a “bias for action,” the DIVS decided to
scout a road to the northeast of the main fire.

~1500 Hours. Realizing he was cut off by the rapidly
approaching fire front, the DIVS headed back toward
the bridge to utilize the river as his Safety Zone. The
DIVS made several attempts to communicate
“Emergency Traffic” with a handheld radio. The mobile
radio in his vehicle had not been programed with the
incident’s communication frequencies.
He tried to
communicate that his route of travel had been cut off
and he had no where to go. Due to his location in the
bottom of this steep canyon, radio communication was
poor. The DIVS was therefore unable to communicate
clearly with other resources, including Air Attack.
~1515 Hours. Branch 5 receives a badly broken radio
transmission from DIVS. All that can be made out is
“...trapped...bridge…”
For the next hour, multiple
attempts to contact DIVS are made by different
resources—including Air Attack—all with no response.
~1630 Hours. The decision is made by the Operations
Section Chief trainee (OSC1(t)) to implement the team’s
“Incident with-in an Incident” (IWI) plan. By this time,
the DIVS’s probable location had been determined.
Two groups of rescuers are identified and attempt to
make their way to the bridge: one from the west side
and one from the east. Due to fire behavior, neither
group could make it to the bridge.

As he started driving, the DIVS remembers thinking to
himself: “What am I doing out in front of the fire!”
The DIVS traveled approximately three miles down a
winding paved road into a steep river canyon (-1500
foot elevation change), where he crossed a concrete
bridge 110 feet above the Rubicon River. Vegetation
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Meanwhile, on the Bridge… The DIVS felt he had two
options: stay in the vehicle on the bridge or hike down
to the river. The DIVS makes the decision to use the
river as his Safety Zone.

This time he is successful and is able to communicate
his approximate location. OSC1(t) and the Operations
Branch Director (OPBD) overhear the transmission and
area able to relay information to the DIVS through Air
Attack. DIVS reassures all parties that he is okay.

Grabbing his hard hat, line gear and radio, he prepares
to hike down to the river. He leaves his vehicle running
and parked in the middle of the concrete bridge.

~1630 Hours. The IWI IC and adjacent Division Group
Supervisors make several attempts to drive to the
bridge. Finally, an adjacent Division Group Supervisor
(DIVS2) makes it to the bridge and locates the DIVS’
vehicle, which is still running. DIVS2 then attempts
contact with DIVS on the radio and starts to honk his
horn. When DIVS replies he can not hear the horn,
DIVS2 gets out of his vehicle and begins to yell toward
the river. DIVS replies he can hear the yelling and
starts to hike up the embankment.

Once at the river, the DIVS noticed a wide rocky area
with less fuel. He works his way to it. Once there, he
finds a rock shelf that overhangs the water. He decides
he can get into the water and duck under the overhang.
Before getting into the water he makes several more
attempts to contact Air Attack and other resources on
command and air-to-ground frequencies, with no avail.
The DIVS finds a sheltered spot in a rock formation that
protects him from the heat. He takes off his pack and
places his phone and radio in a secure place sheltered
by his pack. He places his shelter next to his pack as
he watches the crown fire above him. After the main
fire passed there were hot embers and burning materials being sucked into the fast-moving main fire. At this
point, being hit by numerous hot embers, the DIVS
makes the decision to get into the water with his Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) on, hard hat and
shroud in place.

Both DIVS and DIVS2 are able to safely drive out of the
canyon to the fire’s edge where they meet with the IWI
group.
The DIVS sustained no injuries during his ordeal.

LESSONS LEARNED

The fire rapidly approaches the bridge, spot fires quickly
grow to meet the flaming front as brush and trees torch.
Daytime turns to night underneath the smoke column of
the plume-dominated fire.
During that afternoon and evening, the King Fire makes
a ten-mile run. It consumes 50,000 acres—for a total of
70,944 acres.
During this run, high winds blow an ember shower
throughout the river canyon. For the DIVS, the inferno
sounds like a freight train constantly moving past. “My
mind kept remembering two things: The instructor at
the International Association of Wildland Fire talking
about crown fires, radiant heat, and the need to keep
your separation; and that photo of the Clear Creek Fire
with the elk standing in the river. All I kept saying to
myself was; If the elk can make it, so can I.”



Know current location of fire and anticipate spread
direction prior to scouting.



Have purpose or task to scout out ahead of the fire.



Know where you are at all times in relation to a
safety zone.



Trust your “gut” instincts based on fire behavior,
training and experience.



Map out travel routes prior to going into new
territory.
A program on this subject will be presented at the
85th Annual Conference of the Southern California
Association of Foresters & Fire Wardens—
May 7 & 8, 2015

~1625 Hours: After being in the river approximately 30
minutes, the fire activity subsides enough for him to get
out of the water. Standing on rock he observes that the
fire had passed his location on both sides of the
canyon. The DIVS uses his radio to call Air Attack.
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A BIT OF HISTORY

Board of Supervisors was having its regular Tuesday
morning meeting. Of course, the news had been full of
reports of the Bel Air Fire and hundreds of homes lost.”
“All of a sudden.” Hahn said, “the wooden doors at the
back of the meeting room swung open, and through
them marched Chief Klinger. He was covered with
soot and dust and I swear he must have had a fireman
out in the lobby with a bellows full of smoke, puffing it
through the doorway after the chief.”

Keith E. Klinger, Chief Engineer,
Los Angeles County Fire Department

“He marched down
the aisle like he’d just
bought the Hall of Administration,” Supervisor Hahn
continued. “He wasn’t on
the agenda but he walked
right up to the podium and

Keith E. Klinger served as the Chief Engineer
(Fire Chief) of the Los Angeles County Fire Department
from 1953 to 1969. Today, the LA County Fire Department’s headquarters building is officially know as
“Klinger Center.” This story was told by the late James
O. Page and pretty well sums up the way Chief Klinger
operated.

took over the meeting.”
“What could we do?” Hahn asked rhetorically.
“It seemed like the whole county was on fire and the
fire chief wanted to talk to us. Keith Klinger knew how
and when to get attention.”
“I noticed he had a folder in his hand,” Hahn
remembered. He then recalled how our chief gave the
Board a blow-by-blow report on the battles that were
underway in the mountains between Sepulveda Pass
and Topanga. Then, Hahn recalled with a grin, Chief
Klinger pulled from the folder a ten-year plan for
improvement of fire protection in LA County. Again, he
asked, “What could we do but vote yes on it?”

“On the first night of the Bel Air Fire (November
1961) I was driving Chief Victor Petroff and we were on
the move all night long. Several times during the night
we met on dusty fire roads with Chief Klinger and his
driver (Justin O’Sullivan).
Throughout the night we could hear the boss on
the radio, seeking updated information, arranging for
meetings with other chiefs, inquiring about the welfare
of personnel, and scolding food disperser operators to
‘get over there and take care of those guys.’ He was 50
years old at the time but he didn’t slow down or sneak
off for a nap all night long.

“The Board of Supervisors adopted Chief
Klinger’s ten-year plan and provided the money for it,
thus the fleet of brush rigs to be known as ‘400’
engines, as well as several new stations. Obviously,
Chief Klinger had the plan developed long before the
Bel Air Fire and was just waiting for the best time to
spring it on the Board of Supervisors. Kenny Hahn and
the other Supervisors knew they were being set up but,
judging by Hahn’s jovial recollections of the event
years later, they admired the performance of a fire
chief who was as good a politician as any of them.”

At about 7:00 a.m. the next morning (a Tuesday), Chief Klinger had a shift-change meeting with his
chief officers, some LA City chiefs and Forest Service
people at one of the LAFD Mountain Patrol stations.
The boss was wearing his dark blue serge uniform and
it was covered with soot and dust, but he was energetic
and forceful despite a night without sleep. As soon as
the meeting ended, Chief Klinger said “Sully, take me
downtown,” and they drove off in his silver “57 Olds
sedan.”

James O Page joined the Los Angeles County Fire Department in
1959 and advanced through the ranks to become a battalion chief.
He left the department in 1973 to accept the position as Chief of
EMS for the State of North Carolina. He passed away in 2004.

“The rest of the story was told to me by Supervisor Kenny Hahn in 1977. According to Kenny, the

Our thanks to CALFIRE Chief John Hawkins for sending us this
article and numerous photographs. ed
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